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Pulinda-Kulinda,    Mekala-Utkala    (with the    group
UcJra-Pundra-Munda),      Kosala-Tosala,        A nga-Vanga,
Kalinga-Tilinga form  the links  of a long chain which
extends  from  the eastern confines of Kashmir up to the
centre  of the peninsula,    The  skeleton of this ethnical
system is constituted by the heights of the central plateau;
it participates in the life of all the  great  rivers  of  India,
except  the Indus in the west and the Kaveri in the south.
Each  of these groups   form  a binary   whole;  each  of
these binary units is united with another member of the
system.    In each ethnic pair the twin  bears the same
name,   differentiated   only   by the initial:  7c and i;  I
and^?;  zero and v, or m or p.   This  process of formation
is  foreign  to   Indo-European;  it is foreign to Dravidian;
it is on   the  contrary  characteristic  of  the  vast family
of languages which are called Austro-Asiatic, and  which
covers  in  India  the group of the Munda languages, often
called  also the   Kolarian.     Dr,   Sten  Konow,  who has
made a special study of these languages, Linguistic Survey
of India,   Vol.   IV;  Muiida  and  Dravidian Languages;
writes (introd., p, 9):  " The principal abode of the Munrja
languages  is  at present in the plateau of Chota Nagpur;
they are spoken  also  in the districts of  Madras and the
Central Provinces which are neighbouring to them, and in
the Mahadeo hills.    For nearly all cases they are found in
the jungles  and on the hills, the  plains and  the valleys
being  inhabited by an   Aryan-speaking population....The
Munda languages must have been formerly  spoken over
a vast  area in  Central  India and  probably also in the
valley  of  the  Ganges."    Father  Schmidt in  his   study
on Les peuples Mon-khmer,  tvait-ff union  entre les peuples
Ae I'Asie Centrale el de I* AustronSsie (trad, franc.,  B. E.
F.  E.  O,,  VII),  compares the Munda   languages with

